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Love Calls for Solidarity 

 

Love calls for Solidarity. Loving one another includes especially caring for those who are 

persecuted and in prison for their faith and witness. If one part of the body suffers, all 

parts suffer with it. We are all, like John, “companions in the suffering and kingdom and 

patient endurance that are ours in Jesus” (Revelation 1:9, Hebrews 13:1-3; 1 Corinthians 

12:12-26). 

Cape Town Commitment www.lausanne.org 

 

At the 2012 International Council of Evangelical Theological Education (ICETE) I led a 

session on ‘solidarity’, specifically: How can theological education promote solidarity in the body of Christ? 

This summarizes some key conclusions regarding how we might better train Christian leaders to stand in 

solidarity, as part of global church. 

 

First, solidarity is not pity. Rather, in solidarity we value and honor the other, whether oppressed, persecuted, 

powerless or simply poor. In solidarity, we seek to understand and stand with those whose reality is different 

from our own. We choose to share in the sufferings of the global body of Christ. Solidarity is reflected in 

intentional, costly love that takes seriously the realities faced by the world church. Solidarity is at the heart of 

church unity, “critical to our witness in the world”, in the words of Salim a Palestinian friend and scholar. (John 

17:20-21) 
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Theological educators and students can prepare to demonstrate solidarity with the whole church, first, by 

expanded theological reading. Then, pray and act.  

 
Expand Theological-Biblical Reading 

The location of theological study matters, notes Cesar, a Brazilian educator. Residential theological education 

most often occurs in settings removed from the reality of suffering, especially in the West. ScholarLeaders 

from a variety of regions stressed the importance of theological study that engages the world from multiple 

perspectives. 

 

A quick review of my bookshelf illustrates the issue. I have two of the most commonly used systematic 

theology textbooks. Neither even includes the word ‘solidarity’. Themes of suffering, persecution, martyrdom, 

poverty and oppression receive only brief treatment, with little reflection on how one lives in the midst of 

these realities. This gap in the books mirrors the reality of the classroom. In contrast, the Global Dictionary of 

Theology (IVP), with numerous contributors from the Majority World as well as the West, has dozens of pages 

on themes including poverty, oppression, and suffering. The lack of focus on these issues in the West reflects 

“either blissful ignorance or willful negligence”, according to Abhijit, an Indian ScholarLeader. 

 

Scott Moreau, Professor of Intercultural Studies at Wheaton College, writes that “almost no missiological 

training in the West… will help future missionaries face persecution.” He adds, with some irony, that 

preparation and reflection on persecution is an important focus at some Chinese house church seminaries.  

 

Our reading of the Bible is shaped by context. As one example, in North America we typically teach the 

Exodus as a story of God’s deliverance, the defining event for the nation of Israel, and a precursor of 

salvation. Throughout the Old Testament, however, slavery in Egypt and the Exodus provide the rationale for 

many of Israel’s social laws, especially those related to treatment of the widow, orphan, alien and 

marginalized. God continually reminded his people not only of his own heart for the suffering and 

marginalized, but also that they too had been in that position and must never forget; i.e., they must remain in 

solidarity with the poor. Marcos, another Brazilian leader, notes that in Latin America the Exodus account 

receives considerable attention as the ultimate story of God’s action on behalf of the poor and powerless.  

 

Leaders from Africa, Asia, Latin America, Eastern Europe and the Middle East face challenges related to 

poverty and powerlessness daily – and their theology reflects it. Liberation theologians point out that from a 

context of poverty, the world looks different. In the same way, the church looks different where it faces 

persecution or operates as a minority. Differences in biblical-theological perspectives demonstrate the need 

to read and seek input beyond our own experience and tradition, and the value of doing so.  
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For the church to grow in solidarity, we must expand our theological understanding to include global 

perspectives and learn from theological reflection outside our home context. 

 
Pray 
In prayer we find the critical starting point for solidarity with the global body of Christ. The church – including 

its theological educators and their institutions – must worship and intercede regularly. In prayer we are united 

through the cross as much-loved children of our heavenly Father. We in the West unite with the poor, 

oppressed and suffering – who often, by the way, provide the richest examples of fervency in prayer. 

 

We must both pray and listen. Munther, a Palestinian leader, speaking of the persecuted church: “We don’t 

always need people to speak for us, but we do need people to listen to us.” I am particularly inspired by 

leaders in Ethiopia and Egypt who express caution about praying that persecution end. In Ethiopia, the 

church grew tenfold under communism. Hailu, an Ethiopian, requests that we pray for strength and courage 

to accomplish God’s purposes in the midst of persecution, rather than simply for persecution to end. Tharwat, 

an Egyptian, writes: “Do not pray for more freedoms for us, rather that we will have courage to make the 

most of the freedoms we currently have, for the sake of the kingdom.” 

 
Engage 
Antonio, a Brazilian leader: “prayer without action is hypocrisy”. Those who pray fervently for deliverance look 

for those who will take action.  

 

If, in solidarity, we choose to stand with those whose reality is different than our own, then theological 

institutions can help by teaching and training leaders who affirm the richness of the global body of Christ 

through listening, understanding, advocacy, prayer and pursuit of justice together. Faculty and students 

benefit from expanded theological perspectives, and grass-roots, cross-cultural experiences. 

 

At SCHOLARLEADERS INTERNATIONAL we see these opportunities as not only the call of theological institutions, 

but also that of the global church to which we all belong.  

 

Christianity is a multi-colored fabric where each new thread, chosen and refined by the Designer’s hand, adds 

luster and strength to the whole. In this pattern of faith affirmation we should stress the importance of 

interwoven solidarity with fellow believers, past, present and future. 

Lamin Sanneh 

Whose Religion in Christianity? The Gospel Beyond the West. 

 

This first appeared as a ScholarLeaders InSights Essay http://www.scholarleaders.org/ 
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International Consultation for Theological Educators 
19-23 October 2015 

Kiev, Ukraine 

 

Rooted in the Word, Engaged in the World was the theme of the ICETE 2012 International Consultation in Nairobi, 

Kenya, but though rooted and engaged, how do we know that we are effective in what we do? Is it possible to measure 

the impact of theological education on Church and Society? That will be the focus of ICETE's 2015 Consultation. 

It is my pleasure to invite you to this vital consultation. 

Please save the above dates. More information will follow in due time. Thank you. 

With best regards, 
Yours truly, 

 
=============== 
Revd Riad Kassis, PhD 
International Director, International Council for Evangelical Theological Education 
Strengthening evangelical theological education through international cooperation 
www.icete-edu.org 
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Updates to the ICETE Website 
If you haven’t visited the ICETE website recently (http://www.icete-edu.org/) you’ll want to soon. It has 
received a fresh coat of paint and has a new look. We’ve also added and updated some links, so be sure to 
check it out. Special thanks to Dr. Walker Tzeng and his team for making this happen! 
 

News from Regional Associations Around the World 
 

ABHE: The Association for Biblical Higher Education http://www.abhe.org/ 
• ABHE is launching a new faculty development initiative: ABHE’s Faculty LIFE (Learning Institute for 

Faculty Excellence) program. This program will serve member institutions by providing faculty with 

comprehensive training that elevates their understanding of biblical higher education distinctives and 

enhances their instructional capacity.  Participants will learn to balance theory and praxis as the 

program curriculum focuses on four specific areas: Christian worldview, biblical higher education 

distinctives, leadership development, and post-secondary teaching and learning. The primary program 

format will involve a three-day workshop in which faculty members engage in collaborative learning 

with peers under the guidance of experienced facilitators who have extensive understanding of and 

experience in biblical higher education leadership and instruction. Faculty members who complete the 

workshop have the option to pursue the Certificate of Faculty Excellence (CFE) credential by means of 

ongoing peer collaboration and submission of a capstone project.  

• Our ABHE-Solutions client community now exceeds 50 institutions and encompasses 10,000 students.  

ABHE-Solutions continues to function as a major incentive for non-member institutions to affiliate with 

ABHE—and interest among potential international and K-12 client institutions is growing. Staff 

members devoted a substantial portion of 2013 to an intensive and comprehensive programming 

code rewrite and upgrade of the ABHE-Solutions “academic” module. The new and improved 

platform has been successfully implemented with two new institutional clients and we are working with 

an existing client to pilot-test client data migration from the existing to the enhanced new platform. 

 
ACTEA: Association for Christian Theological Education in Africa http://www.theoledafrica.org/actea/ 
New Full-time Staff 

ACTEA takes pleasure in announcing the appointment of the new ACTEA Executive 
Director, Rev. Dr. Emmanuel Chemengich, who assumed his position on 1 January 
2014. Before taking up this appointment, Dr. Chemengich served from 2008 to2013 as 
Principal of Africa Theological Seminary (presently a candidate for ACTEA accreditation) 
whose main campus is in Kitale, Kenya. 
 Dr. Chemengich is a graduate of St. Paul's University in Kenya, and of 
Westminster Theological Seminary and Lutheran Theological Seminary, both in 
Philadelphia, USA. His study specializations are in Biblical Hermeneutics, New 
Testament, and Christian Education. 
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ACTEA also takes pleasure in reporting the appointment of Mrs. Florence Kagwanma 
as the new ACTEA Administrative Assistant. Flo, as she prefers to be called, is a 
seasoned management professional with expertise in executing administrative 
solutions. Until recently, she was working with Africa International University (formerly 
NEGST) as the Executive Assistant to the Vice Chancellor, Dr. Douglas Carew. 
 
Flo is a graduate of Kenya Methodist University, with a BBA in Entrepreneurship, as 
well as Kenya Institute of Management (KIM) with a Diploma in Business 
Management, and also Air Travel and Tours Training College with a Diploma in Travel. She is currently 
enrolled in a Master of Business Administration at Africa Nazarene University in Nairobi, with a double major 
in Project Management and Conflict Ethics and Governance.  
 
Permanent Offices in Nairobi, Kenya 
ACTEA also announces the establishment of its new, permanent offices, at the premises of the Association of 
Evangelicals in Africa (AEA) in Nairobi. AEA, as ACTEA’s parent organization, will provide an important 
strategic liaison for ACTEA with all AEA’s member organizations across the continent and internationally. The 
new ACTEA office address is: ACTEA, AEA Building, Valley Road, PO Box 49332-00100, Nairobi, KENYA. 
 
ACTEA’s New Name 
Please note that, although the acronym ACTEA remains the same it now stands for the Association for 
Christian Theological Education in Africa. This change of name from the former version (Accrediting Council 
for Theological Education in Africa) better reflects the broader functions of ACTEA. From its founding in 1976, 
ACTEA has always intentionally included much more than accreditation services, providing member 
institutions with a range of professional support services, together with a platform for networking and 
collaboration both continentally and internationally. This reframing of ACTEA’s designation is also in line with 
sister organizations on other continents within the International Council for Evangelical Theological Education 
(ICETE), which employ “Association” in their names for the same reason. 
 
Upcoming ACTEA Events 
Please pray for the successful mission of ACTEA’s following planned events for 2014: 
 

• 8th May: Potchefstroom, South Africa, NetACT/FUTE Meeting 
• 28th July - 1st August: CITAF Meeting in Porto Novo, Benin  
• 6th - 9th November: ICETE annual leaders meeting, Orlando, Florida, USA  
• 23rd – 27th November: AEA General Assembly, Freetown, Sierra Leone 
• 28th - 30th November: ACTEA Annual Council Meeting 

 
 
AETAL: Evangelical Association of Theological Education in Latin America http://www.aetal.com/ 

• June 20 - One-day seminar for academic leaders in Nicaragua. 
• June 23-26 - IPAL seminar in Costa Rica for leaders of schools in Central America. 
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• August 4-7 - IPAL seminar in Mexico 
• Fritz Deininger, Steve Hardy and Pablo Sywulka will be visiting schools in Nicaragua and Costa Rica. 
• Fritz Deininger and Pablo Sywulka will be in Mexico with Orbelina Eguizábal. 

 
E-AAA: Euro-Asian Accrediting Association http://www.e-aaa.info/ 

• Euro-Asian Accrediting Association and Overseas Council will have the Institute for Excellence on 
October 14-17, 2014. The place to be determined. 

• January 26-28, 2015 - ICETE Programme for Academic Leadership, the second seminar that was 
postponed from April 2014 due to political situation in Ukraine. The place to be determined. 

• January 29-30, 2015 - EAAA consultation on doctoral programs for Eastern Europe. The place to be 
determined. 

• October 27-30, 2015 - EAAA General Assembly (biennial). 
Please continue to pray for peace in Ukraine... 
 

 

Resources and Opportunities 

 
The Issachar Fund  
Effective January 2014, the Issachar Fund (TIF) officially moves to operating status. For more information 
about what this means for TIF and their programs, please see the attached brochure. To learn more about 
The Issachar Fund, projects they have sponsored, and funding interests, please visit their website at 
http://www.issacharfund.org/home 

 
 
Issachar Fund Writing Retreat  
Beginning in January 2014, the Issachar Fund will be starting a Writing Retreat program.  Any individual—
pastor, scholar, author, or graduate student—may apply to support research and writing in one of the 
following four areas:  
• Creation & the World of Science 
• Human Flourishing in a Technological World 
• Medical Care and Human Dignity 
• Creation Care 
 

The Writing Retreat will be housed in the same renovated historic building as our offices in downtown Grand 

Rapids and will include a travel stipend, monthly living allowance, and access to Wi-Fi and local libraries. 

 

Please see the attached document for more information about this opportunity.  
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ICETE Programme for Academic Leadership (IPAL) 
IPAL has provided a much-needed forum for the discussion of issues 
and best practices of those involved in academic leadership roles. But 
a frequent question has been: "What has been written on this?" Most 
of the literature concerns large academic institutions in the West as 
very little has been written for the realities and contexts of Majority 
World Institutions. Drawing on the experiences of the IPAL training 
seminars, IPAL released the first of three books, entitled Foundations 
for Academic Leadership to provide such a resource. 
  
Foundations for Academic Leadership begins with a clear overview of 
the "Biblical Foundations of Theological Education, written by CETA's 
director, Dieumeme Noelliste. This is followed by an article written by 
Lee Wanak, a long-time educator and educational consultant from 
Asia, who contributed "Developing an Operational Philosophy of 
Theological Education: a Primer on moving from philosophy to 
strategy." Paul Wright from Argentina contributes an article as to how 
"Vision, Mission and Values ... shape objectives in theological 
education." Steve Hardy's article draws on his Excellence in 
Theological Education (available through amazon.com) to present a list 

of "Factors that contribute to excellence in theological education".  
 
The second section of Foundations for Academic Leadership looks at the characteristics and responsibilities of 
academic leadership, with two excellent chapters by Fritz Deininger: "The president and dean as partners in 
theological education, and "The academic deanship as ministry." Both of these have been sessions at the 
IPAL seminars, drawing on Fritz's experience as IPAL's director and as a long-time academic dean in Thailand.  
 
The third section of Foundations for Academic Leadership considers the administrative practice of academic 
leadership, and includes an article by Overseas Council's Manfred Kohl - someone who has probably visited 
more theological programmes globally than anyone ever - entitled "Strategic Planning in Theological 
Education." There are two other articles in this section, one a brilliant piece by Bernhard Ott on 
"Accreditation: Importance and Benefits for the Institution" drawing on his doctoral research and his role 
within the EEAA, and an insightful article by Ralph Enlow of ABHE on "The Academic Dean and Institutional 
Assessment."   
 
The final section of the book offers three practical articles on Leadership Practices: "Academic Leaders as 
Change Agents”, by Orbelina Eguizabal from Guatemala (now at Biola University in the US), "Academic 
Leadership in Conflict and Crisis: When Working together is not working" by former ICETE director Paul 
Sanders, and "Practical reflection from academic leadership" by a Albert Ting, a long-time academic leader 
serving at Singapore Bible College.   
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Admittedly, some of the chapters will be more useful for some institutions than for others. For me, Lee 

Wanak's chapter, full of what felt like more questions than statements, was worth the price of the entire book! 

One of the further plusses of the book is that each chapter contains practical worksheets, designed to help 

readers put these thoughts into practice. Every theological school needs a copy of this.  It is available either 

directly from Fritz Deininger at <fritz.dein@gmx.net> or Orbelina Equizabel at 

<orbelina.eguizabal@biola.edu>. The cost of the book will depend on the quantity of books needs and 

whether or not it will need to be shipped.  Please contact either Fritz or Orbe if you are interested. (And you 

should be!) 

Contributed+by+Dr.+Steve+Hardy+

!

Conversion Stories for RBC Ministries  
RBC Ministries, publisher of the daily devotional “Our Daily Bread,” is looking for up to four conversion 
stories (or testimonies) by non-Western writers. 
 
These stories should be the personal account of the author. They can range in length between 250-400 words 
long. Each story should mention a specific passage of Scripture that God used to bless the writer during their 
conversion experience, or shortly after their conversion. 
 
The stories should be engaging to read in a narrative non-fiction style. The stories may be written in English, 
French, Spanish, and Portuguese. 
 
If a story is accepted the writer will be paid $150 (U.S.) and the story will be published in “Our Daily Bread” 
which reaches 34 countries in 55 languages. This will be a one-time work-for-hire arrangement. RBC Ministries 
will maintain all digital and print rights for publication. 
 
Stories can be sent to Andy Rogers as Word Document (2007 or newer) in an email. Put “Conversion Story” in 
the subject line. Send to: arogers@rbc.org Please include your name, mailing address, phone number, and 
email address on the Word document. 
 

 

 

The Society of Biblical Literature has responded to the changing practices of modern international scholarship 

by developing a publishing program that provides books in multiple digital formats and books and journals in 

library databases for convenient one-stop researching. In addition, SBL publishes two open-access book 
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series through its International Cooperation Initiative: Ancient Near Eastern Monographs and International 

Voices in Biblical Studies. The ICI Online Book initiative also provides to students and scholars in ICI-

qualifying countries free electronic access to many SBL publications as well as the publications of partner 

publishers.    

Now SBL, through the careful review of the Research and Publications Committee, has developed a Green 

Open Access Policy for authors who contribute to the SBL publishing program.   

The general policy states: The SBL endorses a Green Open Access (GOA) policy. This policy allows the author 

to post or archive a PDF file of the post print manuscript in specified types of open-access locations—the 

author’s institutional repository (IR) and the author’s personal or institutional website—following an eighteen-

month embargo from publication date. The complete article citation must be provided as specified by SBL.    

For complete policy details, please select this link or go to the lower right of the SBL Publications page, 

where authors may also find a permission request form. 
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THE!ISSACHAR!FUND!ANNOUNCES!MOVE!TO!OPERATING!STATUS!!

AND!LAUNCHES!NEW!WEBSITE!
!
!
The!Issachar!Fund!(TIF)!officially!announces!its!move!to!operating!status!effective!
January!2014.!TIF!is!now!a!private!operating!foundation,!by!legal!definition,!our!
particular!foundation!is!now!restricted!in!its!giving!primarily!to!our!own!programs.!!
!
Our!Areas!of!Inquiry!remain:!Creation!and!the!World!of!Science,!Medical!Care!and!
Human!Dignity,!Human!Flourishing!in!a!Technological!World!and!Creation!Care.!!!
!
TIF!offers!resources!to!scholars,!leaders!and!organizations!exploring!one!or!more!of!
our!Areas!of!Inquiry.!Twice!annually,!we!partner!with!the!Donor!Advised!Fund!
(DAF).!We!accept!and!process!applications!and!make!recommendations!to!the!
DAF,!and!ultimately!the!DAF!will!make!a!decision!about!whether!or!not!a!project!is!
approved.!
!
We!are!open!to!a!wide!range!of!endeavors.!We!are!focused!on!reaching!a!variety!of!
audiences:!the!academic!community,!congregations,!pastors,!teachers,!thought!
leaders,!the!international!community,!and!others.!!
!
We!have!sponsored!many!different!types!of!projects:!research!projects,!books,!
journal!articles,!conferences,!small!working!groups!of!scholars,!church!education!
projects,!and!lectures.!!
!
For!more!information!on!TIF,!previous!projects!we!have!sponsored!and!current!
funding!interests,!please!follow!this!link!to!the!new!website:!
http://www.issacharfund.org/home!!
!
The!Issachar!Fund!
The$Issachar$Fund$is$a$non0profit$operating$fund$that$serves$the$church$by$partnering$
with$scholars,$leaders$and$organizations$that$seek$to$charitably$engage,$learn$from$
and$contribute$to$the$norms,$practices$and$values$of$our$scientifically$minded$culture.$
!
The!Issachar!Fund!
206!Grandville!Ave,!SW!Suite!360!
Grand!Rapids,!MI!49503!
info@issacharfund.org!
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Issachar Fund December 12, 2013

Now Accepting Applications! 
!
The Issachar Fund is accepting applications on an on-
going basis for individuals seeking to write. Any 
individual--a pastor, scholar, author, or graduate 
student-- may apply to support research and writing in 
one of the following four areas.  
Creation and the World of Science 
underscores our interest in a wide range of questions 
related to the origins of the universe and humanity, 
humanity’s place in the universe, and how new 
discoveries and current theories across a range of 
disciplines might engage with confessional Christianity 
in mutually beneficial ways.  

Human Flourishing in a Technological 
World highlights our conviction that Christian ideas 
of the good must engage the world of technology. 
Technological advances often impinge on cultures and 
practices in powerful ways. TIF welcomes proposals 
that address complex questions of technological 
advancement from a variety of disciplines, as well as 
scholarship that encourages careful reflection on 
Christians’ appropriation of technology. 

 Medical Care and Human Dignity highlights 
TIF’s interest in theological and ethical tensions that 
emerge in the context of a rapidly changing health care 
environment, new medical technologies, and market-
shaped attempts to deliver efficient care. Such changes, 
with their potential to alter the very nature of health 
care, raise questions for families, communities and 
societies around the world as to how to treat patients as 
persons.  

Creation Care affirms our interest in developing a 
better understanding of and approach to care for God’s 
creation. We invite scholarly and educational proposals 
that address local, regional and global questions.  

!
�1Writing Retreat

Creation & The World of Science 

Human Flourishing in a 
Technological World 

Medical Care and Human Dignity 

Creation Care 

ISSACHAR FUND WRITING RETREAT 
Issachar Fund | Grand Rapids, MI | Starting January 2014
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Issachar Fund December 12, 2013
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Our two-bedroom apartment is located in an historic 
building in the heart of Grand Rapids, Michigan, next 
to the entertainment district and within a short walk of 

excellent restaurants and coffee shops. A three-minute 
walk to the central bus station puts local libraries and  

universities just a 
short bus ride 
away. The 1,200 
square foot 
converted loft, with 
high ceilings and 
exposed brick 
walls, has 
comfortable 
modern 
furnishings, 
hardwood floors 
and an in-unit 
washer/dryer. A 
desk and bookcases 
offer space for 
papers, books and computers.  Wireless internet access 
and a printer are provided. On-site parking is available 
for those who choose to drive to Grand Rapids. 

!
Please help us spread the word of this 
opportunity to individuals in your 
network. 

�2Writing Retreat

Who Should Apply 
Pastor, author, scholar, or 
graduate student engaged in one 
of our areas of inquiry. 

How To Apply 
Send an email to 
ddoll@issacharfund.org with: 

• name 

• contact information  

• profession 

•  CV/Resume 

• desired stay (duration and dates) 
*Applicants may stay for 1-5 
months. 

• 500 word description of your 
project 

*The Issachar Fund will respond 
to your preliminary application 
within30 days. 

Program Details 
• Travel Stipend  

• $1250/month Living Allowance  

• Transportation Pass  

• Library Card  

• Wi-fi Access  

!
!
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 The Society of Biblical Literature has responded to the 
changing practices of modern international scholarship by 
developing a publishing program that provides books in 
multiple digital formats and books and journals in library 
databases for convenient one-stop researching. In addition, 
SBL publishes two open-access book series through its 
International Cooperation Initiative: Ancient Near Eastern 
Monographs and International Voices in Biblical Studies. The 
ICI Online Book initiative also provides to students and 
scholars in ICI-qualifying countries free electronic access to 
many SBL publications as well as the publications of partner 
publishers.   

 
Now SBL, through the careful review of the Research and 
Publications Committee, has developed a Green Open 
Access Policy for authors who contribute to the SBL 
publishing program.   
 
The general policy states: The SBL endorses a Green Open 
Access (GOA) policy. This policy allows the author to post or 
archive a PDF file of the postprint manuscript in specified 
types of open-access locations—the author’s institutional 
repository (IR) and the author’s personal or institutional 
website—following an eighteen-month embargo from 
publication date. The complete article citation must be 
provided as specified by SBL.   
 
For complete policy details, please select this link or go to 
the lower right of the SBL Publications page, where authors 
may also find a permission request form.!
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